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Years ago, it was her husband who hired you, working directly with you on
every particular of their taxes and financials. Now, months after her husband’s
death, it’s she who needs guidance.
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She comes bearing questions. They’re questions it would take more than a
photographic memory of tax code to answer. Lifestyle questions disguised as
financial questions, such as:
s Should I sell the house, stay here in the same city, or move somewhere
with a better support system?
s How can I manage gifting to my children and grandchildren?
s Can I afford to take that vacation or trip?
s What’s the best way to make charitable contributions?
You answer as many questions as expertise can answer. But answers lead to
more uncertainty. Months go by. When will she be ready? You don’t want to
rush her. But you need decisions before you can move forward.
Welcome to the growing ranks of accountants, attorneys, and advisors to women
who have lost their husbands. More than 44% of women over age 65 are widows,1
and the average widow outlives her husband by 14 years.2 Traditionally, the
decisions have been made by men. Only 48% of couples that work with financial
advisors make retirement decisions jointly.3 A widow often finds herself in a
new world where she doesn’t speak the language. Perhaps that’s why more than
70 percent of women who lose their husbands switch advisors within one year.4
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This case study tells the story of one CPA who cleared a different path
for his client. Realizing his client needed someone to guide her through
all of the lifestyle, financial, and personal decisions ahead of her, her CPA
suggested they meet with some financial advisors. Instead of losing his client,
he became a bridge to the resources she needed.
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Mr. Thomas always had a good head for numbers and planning, and
Mrs. Thomas was happy to let him take the lead. After he died, Mrs. Thomas
knew she’d need to get clear on all of the accounts, and make decisions about
her future. The lack of clarity she felt in thinking about her finances only
reminded her of the way she felt after losing her husband. It didn’t inspire the
clearest decisions.
But, like many widows, she needed space. The trauma of losing her husband
had created an emotional fog, and she wasn’t ready to make big decisions.
So she waited, coming to terms with all the questions she would need to
answer later. How much money do I actually have, and how much of it is
available? Is it possible I could outlive my savings? What if something happens?
Finally, several months later, Mrs. Thomas was ready for guidance.
She sought reassurance that the money would be there when she needed it,
and a translation of what this meant for her lifestyle.
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came prepared with recommendations for complex
financial products, and spent the hour explaining what Mrs. Thomas
should do next. He talked, she listened.
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launched into a fact-finding mission, gathering
data to plug into numerous financial models and estimates. Mrs. Thomas
wasn’t prepared with all the information he needed, but she did her best.
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it was Mrs. Thomas’ daughter who suggested someone the
CPA had never heard of. An independent financial advisor who used to
work with one of the big firms, but who now headed her own boutique
advisory firm. The advisor happened to be a woman.
Mrs. Thomas was prepared for more of the same when Dorie Fain,
founder of &Wealth, arrived for their initial meeting.
After spending most of the session listening and asking unrushed,
open-ended questions about Mrs. Thomas—lifestyle, community,
connections with family and friends, values, hopes for the future—
Ms. Fain emphasized the importance of a plan that was customized to what
mattered most to Mrs. Thomas. If working together felt right, and if
the timing was right for both of them, she offered to work with Mrs.
Thomas to design a customized plan based on practical, real-world
considerations, and to implement it over time.
A few days later, Mrs. Thomas decided to trust her gut and engage
the services of &Wealth. Not only did Ms. Fain seem to intuitively
understand a woman’s perspective, but it was Mrs. Thomas’ first experience
with a financial advisor in which she had felt truly heard.
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Clarity, in phase one, meant prolonging certain financial decisions, with
analytic proof to back that up. Mrs. Thomas needed reassurance that cash
flow could be relied upon during this initial period of uncertainty, so she
could have the space she needed to make decisions about her life. &Wealth
ran several models based on multiple lifestyle factors, so cash flow estimates
covered most possibilities.
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With that baseline of reassurance, &Wealth moved forward with phase two,
the analysis and planning process. The plan accounted for various scenarios,
opportunities, and approaches Mrs. Thomas needed to consider.
At last, &Wealth presented their recommendations to Mrs. Thomas.
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“Explain financial topics in plain English,
so I can understand what it means for me.

The comprehensive plan Mrs. Thomas received was broken out into sections
based on Mrs. Thomas’ needs. Specific recommendations were written
and presented in plain English, with a consolidated presentation and a
clear, streamlined picture. Every significant recommendation also included
supporting evidence that Mrs. Thomas would be able to live her life as she
wished. Any adjustments she might need to make to support her situation
were also presented.

2

“Don’t rush me.”

Every visit allowed for unlimited questions from Mrs. Thomas. In between
visits, her emails and phone calls were answered within hours. She knew
she could count on &Wealth to guide her through the next steps. Feeling
reassured about the plan, she began to make decisions more easily.
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“Give me clear next steps in writing, so
I have a reference tomorrow morning.”

&Wealth broke down each step into a manageable action item, easing the
burden of account paperwork and new account setup. Mrs. Thomas received
a brief checklist for each phase, and could call &Wealth for hands-on support
at anytime. With every decision and recommendation in writing, Mrs. Thomas
was able to easily collaborate with other advisors, communicating her decisions
to family as needed.
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“Do it with me and for me, so this isn’t
one more thing I’ll need to face alone.”

Once a plan was in place, &Wealth began to transfer and reallocate funds to
cash, stocks, and bonds. The transition was seamless, allowing &Wealth
to focus on implementation and execution, lightening the burden for
Mrs. Thomas. The CPA got back to work on what he does best, and together
they moved forward as a team.
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